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LOGLINE:   

 When Anna escapes from a mental institution, her life is turned upside down when 

elite forces believe she is a psychological weapon. 

CHARACTERS: 

 Anna:  An orphaned girl that was genetically experimented on as a child.  When she 

escapes from a mental hospital, a powerful organization captures her and fakes her 

death.  Living amongst a mix of new friends and enemies, Anna’s mysterious past 

may be even more dangerous than her newfound abilities.   

 Dom:  The son of an executive (James Peterson) at the Hubris Institute.  He is a lead 

military figure at the Institute, using his expertise to protect the organization and to 

help Anna hone her physical abilities.  

 Edward:  The older brother of Dom and the son of James Peterson.  He leads 

scientific studies on mental experimentation at the Institute.  

 Hazel: Anna’s schizophrenic friend from her years at the mental hospital.  

 James Peterson: A corrupt executive at the Hubris Institute that means to use Anna’s 

abilities for his personal gain. 

SYNOPSIS 

 Season 1: 

Pilot: Anna escapes from a mental hospital and is kidnapped by a Corporation that 

means to abuse her unique abilities.  Anna’s previous captors launch an attack on the 

Institute. 

Episode 2: After the fall of the rival Organization, Anna begins honing her abilities 

and learning more about her childhood growing up at the Hubris Institute. 

Episode 3:  Anna is brought on a mission to try to find others like her that were taken 

away by the rival Organization.  Dom convinces her to kill someone in self-defense. 

Episode 4: The Hubris Institute finally finishes taking out the rival Organization’s last 

hold-out and steals valuable research. 



Episode 5: James Peterson sends Dom away, convinced he is a distraction to Anna.  

Peterson brings Anna to a social function to take advantage of her abilities to learn 

more about other leaders of industry. 

Episode 6:  Anna is experimented on further and forced to take stimulating drugs to 

test her abilities.  Anna grows much stronger.  Peterson uses secrets he knows about a 

technology company to ruin their reputation and get a politician in his pocket. 

Episode 7:  Someone tries to murder Edward.  Anna successfully hunts down and 

captures a group of hitman responsible for the attack.  At the end of the episode, Anna 

collapses from a bad reaction to the drugs she is taking and is in intensive care. 

Episode 8:  Anna’s bad reaction to the drugs takes a hefty toll on her.  She is in 

remission.  Edward cares for her during this time. 

Episode 9:  Edward convinces the Institute’s Board of Directors to limit the drugs 

Anna was forced to take.  Dom returns.  Anna is in withdrawal and has trouble 

controlling her thoughts and actions. 

Episode 10:  Anna is convinced to go on another mission for the Hubris Institute and 

steal secrets from government staff.  Anna fails her mission; Hazel completes it. 

Episode 11:  Anna tries to escape from the Hubris Institute but is caught.  She is 

locked up to stop her from trying to leave again.  She shares her first romantic moment 

with Dom. 

Episode 12: Peterson forces Anna to kill a rival executive at the Hubris Institute by 

threatening to put her on more intensive drugs.  Anna kills the executive. 

Episode 13: Anna is locked up as Peterson’s influence over the company grows.  The 

Institute’s Board decides whether or not to kill Anna for the executive’s death.  

Edward helps Anna escape from the Institute and they run off together. 

Season 2: 

Anna and Edward avoid capture from the Institute for a few months. They are able to 

assimilate into a small town where Anna sometimes finds ways to use her gifts for 

good. 

Dom tracks them down and tries to get Anna to come back with him.  When she 

refuses, Dom tells Anna that Edward killed Dr. Belrose--Anna’s confidant from when 

she lived at the mental hospital. 

Anna leaves Edward and goes back to the Institute with Dom.  They learn that the 

Institute has continued their experimentation on human test subjects.  Anna tries to 



ruin their new research but is stopped by Dom and Hazel.  New scientists employed by 

the Institute begin a campaign to try to re-create the genetic manipulation Anna went 

through as a child. 

Edward is captured by the Institute and tortured.  He blackmails them to earn his 

freedom, but chooses to stay at the Institute to earn back Anna’s trust. The government 

takes over the Institute, steals their research, and tries to have Anna killed. Edward 

flees with Dom and Anna.  Hazel is killed in the raid. 

  

  

 


